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Status
Closed

Subject
Modals in 20.x show tracker item edit fields narrower than in 18.x which were full width when
tracker section format is set to tabs

Version
20.x
21.x

Category
Usability
Regression

Feature
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Keep informed
Marc Laporte, Gary Cunningham-Lee, luciash d' being �

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
(0)

Description
Modal popupforms in 20.x show tracker item edit fields narrower than in 18.x (input field to edit a
tracker item were using full width), when you have the option "Section Format" set to Tabs instead
of "Flat" or "Configured".

See screenshot below comparing same item in a site in 18.x (FiveAliveHS) and after it's been
upgraded to 20.x (using a different theme style - Cerulean, but with the same theme style FileAlive,
the same problem was shown).

The overall look and feel is way poorer, since there doesn't seem to be consistency in the layout of
fields of the same tracker item. In 18.x, the look and feel was better.

Reproduced here:
http://xavi-9794-7124.show2.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=4
u: admin
p: 12345
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Edit the item and you will see it.
Conveert the Section format from the properties of that tracker from "Tabs" to "Flat", or enable to
use the former interface to add tracker items, and you will see he difference when editing tracker
items.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
56

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tiki.org
SVN update

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
7124

Created
Tuesday 09 July, 2019 17:32:14 GMT-0000
by Xavier de Pedro

LastModif
Sunday 21 July, 2019 16:43:10 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 10 Jul 19 06:58 GMT-0000

I can't reproduce the problem - I tried with jQuery Chosen both on and off. The tracker item edit fields
in my localhost branch 20 are full-width, as are the fields at https://tiki.org/tracker23 for example, so
are consistent with the style in Tiki 18. To be sure I understand, are you saying that the fields in your
site aren't full width; they are as shown in the left-side image in your screenshot?

Xavier de Pedro 10 Jul 19 08:24 GMT-0000

Hi Gary, thanks for your time to review this. Today I discovered how to reproduce the issue, and
updated the bug report:

...when you have the option "Section Format" set to Tabs instead of "Flat" or "Configured"

I'll reproduce in a show2.t.o instance

https://tiki.org/tracker23
https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
https://dev.tiki.org/user9794
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Xavier de Pedro 19 Jul 19 10:38 GMT-0000

reproduced days ago in the show instance

Reproduced here:
http://xavi-9794-7124.show2.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=4
u: admin
p: 12345

Edit the item and you will see it.
Conveert the Section format from the properties of that tracker from "Tabs" to "Flat", or
enable to use the former interface to add tracker items, and you will see he difference when
editing tracker items.

Xavier de Pedro 21 Jul 19 16:42 GMT-0000

Thanks Gary for this commit:
https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/70402/

Fix confirmed in the show2.t.o instance. Closing bug.

Attachments
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